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nDn Humor Finals

SL:  it’s so bad on my rez that “Idle No More” refers to our cars

SH:  it’s so bad on my rez three-legged dogs feel lucky

SH: it’s so bad on my rez the current 15% unemployment rate is our best 
since the last buffalo hunt in 1873

SH:  it’s so bad on my rez we use “redskin” as a term of endearment

SH:  it’s so bad on my rez we all dressed up as Johnny Depp for Halloween

BW:  I had it so bad growing up I used to go to the infamous blackfeet orgies 
just to eat the commodity raisins and peanuts

BW:  we had it so bad on my rez I was 25 before I found out car windows 
were actually made of glass and not cardboard and duct tape

BW:  we were so poor that we used to play basketball on a rim made out of a 
sawed up Culligan water jug

BW:  we had it so bad that Iron Eyes Cody used to come to our reservation 
just to litter

BW:  I had it so bad growing up I didn’t know I had to mix the oil into my 
commodity peanut butter

DT:  we had it so bad we had to spread commodity peanut butter on our 
dreams

DT:  we had it so bad LITTLE BIG MAN functioned as our tribal 
constitution

RM:  we had it so bad that deer would walk into the box of our truck cuz they 
knew we needed food

DT:  we were so bad off OUR deer let us ride them back home cuz we didn’t 
have a truck

Treuer, HolyWhiteMountain, Wetzel, & McMahon
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DT:  we had it so bad at my rez Kevin Costner was president of our AIM 
chapter

DT:  we had it so bad on my rez we had to spread our peanut butter on our 
dreams bc we didn’t have bread

BW:  I had it so hard growing up on the rez that I had to color powdered eggs 
4 Easter

And the winners by tribe are—The Blackfeet!

Key:
SL = Scott Richard Lyons (Ojibwe)
SH = Sterling HolyWhiteMountain (Blackfeet)
BW = Bill Wetzel (Blackfeet)
DT = David Treuer (Ojibwe)
RM = Ryan McMahon (Ojibwe)




